
Planning Commission Regular Meeting 
April 18, 2024 7:00PM 

City Hall 
102 Butler Street, Saugatuck, MI 

1. Call to Order/Roll Call:

2. Approval of Agenda: (Voice Vote)

3. Approval of Minutes: (Voice Vote)

A. Regular Meeting Minutes – March 21, 2024

4. Public Comments on Agenda Items: (Limit 3 minutes)

5. Old Business:

6. New Business:
A. 831 Holland – Public Hearing and Site Plan Review for a rented accessory dwelling unit. (Pg. 11)

B. 132 Mason Street – Public Hearing and Site Plan Review for a restaurant with outdoor seating and 

expanded outdoor dining area.  (Pg. 37)

C. 128 Hoffman Street - Public Hearing and Site Plan Review for a restaurant with outdoor seating and 

expanded outdoor dining area.  (Pg. 64)

7. Communication:
A. Craig Baldwin (Pg. 113)

B. Diane Decker (Pg. 116)

C. Ethan Barde (Pg. 117)

D. Gary Medler (Pg. 120)

8. Reports of Officers and Committees:
A. Zoning Administrator Activity Report (Pg. 159)

102 Butler St.    ★    PO Box 86    ★    (269) 857-2603    ★    www.SaugatuckCity.com

NOTICE: 
Join online by visiting: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/2698
572603 

Join by phone by dialing: 
(312) 626-6799 -or-

(646) 518-9805

Then enter “Meeting ID”: 
2698572603 

Please send questions or comments 
regarding meeting agenda items 

prior to meeting to:  
rcummins@saugatuckcity.com 
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9. Public Comment: (Limit 3 minutes)

10. Commissioner Comments:

11. Adjourn (Voice Vote)

*Public Hearing Procedure
A. Hearing is called to order by the Chair
B. Summary by the Zoning Administrator
C. Presentation by the Applicant
D. Public comment regarding the application

1) Participants shall identify themselves by name and address
2) Comments/Questions shall be addressed to the Chair
3) Comments/Questions shall be limited to three minutes

1. Supporting comments (audience and letters)
2. Opposing comments (audience and letters)
3. General comments (audience and letters)
4. Repeat comment opportunity (Supporting, Opposing, General)

E. Public comment portion closed by the Chair
F. Commission deliberation
G. Commission action
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Planning Commission Meeting Minutes - Proposed 
The Planning Commission met for a Regular Committee Meeting, March 21, 2024, at 

7:00 p.m. at City Hall 
102 Butler St., Saugatuck, MI  49453. 

1. Call to Order/Attendance:
The meeting was called to order by Chair Manns at 7:00 p.m.
Present:  Chair Manns, Vice-Chair Broeker, Commission members: Anderson, Bagierek, Clark, Gaunt.
Absent:  Commission member LaChey.
Others Present:  Director of Planning, Zoning, and Project Management Ryan Cummins, Deputy Clerk

Sara Williams, City Attorney Jacob Witte & City Attorney Trent Cunningham. 

2. Approval of Agenda:
Motion by Bagierek to switch items 6A & 6B, to go over the goals first.  The Commission debated 

and there was no second for this motion. 
Motion by Anderson, second by Gaunt, to approve the agenda as presented for March 21, 2024.  

Upon voice vote, motion carried 6-0.  

3. Approval of Minutes:
Motion by Gaunt, second by Anderson, to approve the minutes for the regular meeting March 21, 

2024.  Upon voice vote, motion carried 6-0. 

4. Public Comment on Agenda Items:
• Diana Decker (128 Elizabeth) -  She sent in commentary to Council members and Planning

Commission members regarding property management companies.  She highlighted the legal
requirement for property management companies in Michigan to have an Associate Broker or
Broker’s license.  Decker also said that she lives on the hill and has concerns regarding short-term
rentals and parking in the city.

• Jane Underwood (130 Perryman) – She expressed frustration with parking issues in the
community and near the ferry terminal.  People in town have been fussing about parking for 50
years, and she wonders when the city will do something about this safety issue.  She said that is
something they need to work on, the ferry, the fence, and too many cars.

5. Old Business:  None.
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6. New Business:
A. Short-Term Rentals:  Further discussion of Residential Caps & Parking.

The Planning Commission continued to discuss short-term rentals, residential caps, and 
parking.  Zoning Administrator Cummins explained that they had moved a number of 
recommendations to City Council at the last meeting, including updates to zoning ordinance 
related to short-term rentals, made recommendations on a police powers licensing ordinance for 
short-term rentals and made some recommendations on amendments to noise ordinance.  He 
said that all of those were passed by City Council and have been published and are in effect.  
Cummins said that Council did not enact the moratorium.  Based on the discussion at the last 
meeting there was a consensus that you wanted to further study residential caps and do a 
greater neighborhood analysis.  Chair Manns said that even though there was no approval of the 
recommendation for the moratorium, the Commission already said that they wanted to look at 
the neighborhoods again.  He said he feels they are all commonly reminding people that the STR 
Taskforce did recommend that Planning Commission and City Council continue to review 
whether or not there is a need to have limits or caps.  He explained that just because the 
moratorium was voted down, the conversation on limits and caps will continue.  He said his 
feeling was that some of City Council were frustrated with the lack of data on short-term rentals 
despite task force recommendations. 

City Planner David Jirousek said that based on the discussion last month, there is concern 
with some of the current or potential impact of clustering, and short-term rental permits in 
various neighborhoods.  He said that this is a first look at an initial neighborhood analysis with 
the goal of identifying and characterizing R1 zone neighborhoods where the City may wish to 
strategically apply caps, to the number of permits, apply separation requirements, parking 
restrictions or provisions and other restrictions.  Considering the methodology in this report, he 
said that this is just one planner’s general look at a number of factors that may lead to these 
neighborhood-based restrictions.  In his opinion, this is just preliminary, in a way that helped him 
to begin to work through the questions that they have been looking to answer over the next 
month or two.  Jirousek identified twelve R1 zone neighborhoods in the City based on common 
characteristics and zoning.  He sought feedback from the Planning Commission members on the 
initial data analysis to inform further study.  Jirousek presented an initial framework for analyzing 
neighborhoods with high proportions of short-term rental permits, using methodologies such as 
clustering and comparing the number of permits to the overall number of lots in each 
neighborhood.  He is looking for more feedback on potential areas for further study, with 
questions on how to approach the analysis and whether to focus on a larger or smaller number 
of neighborhoods.  Chair Manns asked Zoning Administrator Cummins about the number of 
short-term rentals in specific areas.  Cummins explained that there are 163 listings in the twelve 
areas, but the data is more complex when considering commercial districts and multi-family 
properties.  Jirousek suggested a more detailed GIS analysis to map permit locations based on 
address information, which could provide a more accurate visual representation of the density 
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and clusters of short-term rentals.  Commission members agree on the importance of accurate 
data on short-term rentals in their neighborhoods.   

The Commission members continued to debate whether to prioritize short-term rental 
regulation.  Anderson emphasized the importance of the Planning Commission addressing caps 
issue to provide residents with necessary data for informed decision-making.  Broeker and Gaunt 
expressed willingness to move forward with short-term rental cap, but only if accurate numbers 
are provided.   Gaunt says that an accurate count of how many short-term rentals they currently 
have in their zoning districts is needed to move forward.  Commission member Clark emphasized 
the importance of defining their methodology, density, current state, and understanding velocity 
when analyzing the data.  He says that if they are going to do it, do it right.  Bagierek expressed 
that he did not feel that the STR Taskforce left with a mandate to talk about caps.  He 
emphasized the importance of economic studies for Saugatuck and the potential loss of 
businesses if caps are implemented.  Anderson stressed that the task force acknowledged the 
amount of work and level of data analysis that was conducted since May 2023, and said that 
continued discussions pertaining to caps should continue.  Manns expressed skepticism about 
the likelihood of getting votes from City Council for a recommendation on caps when they did 
not approve a moratorium.  He said that in 2033-2023 the Planning Commission went in the 
direction of trying to be much more reactive, to listen to the community, and to try to determine 
if there are things that they should do besides just reviewing site plans that come before them or 
dealing with zoning.  Knowing that there is a big outcry, there was a petition that was drawn up, 
which probably has more than one hundred signatures, saying that they wanted further 
discussion on caps.  There is also the possibility of a ballot initiative, and Manns thinks that it 
would be remiss if both the Planning Commission and City Council decided that they did not want 
to jump over this last hurdle and the biggest issue.  He would like to see the Commission over the 
next couple of months, spend some time taking a look at this.  Anderson addressed the survey 
which showed strong support for residential caps among Saugatuck residents, with 68% of the 
residents on the hill and 70% of Peninsula West residents were in favor and said that this is what 
the residents of Saugatuck want.  Manns suggested identifying areas for potential reduction to 
determine impact of cap reduction on neighborhoods.  Gaunt agrees with Manns and 
emphasizes importance of clear communication and consistent meetings to ensure 
understanding of cap reduction. 

Commissioner Anderson argues for gradual changes to economic development policies, 
citing lack of economic disadvantage in small towns.  Manns expressed hesitation towards 
implementing a 10% reduction in short-term rentals without proper analysis and data.  Anderson 
questioned the administrative feasibility of implementing by neighborhood versus zone.   

Commission member Broeker suggested that defining neighborhoods based on a more 
holistic view, such as proximity to residences, could provide a more accurate representation of 
the area.  The Commission discussed the definition of neighborhoods in the peninsula area, with 
Manns suggesting grouping together areas 2, 3, and 4 as one neighborhood due to similar 
residential feel and proximity to Park Street.  Manns also mentioned that there are 120 parcels in 
those three areas, with a 14% penetration of short-term rentals, and suggested focusing on the 
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peninsula side first.  Broeker agreed with Manns that Manchester/Campbell should be separate.  
She suggested combining neighborhoods 2 and 3, as they feel more connected and share similar 
characteristics.  The Commission discussed the potential for splitting up neighborhoods into 
smaller divisions, with some members preferring larger groups over finer distinctions.  They 
debated whether to divide Peninsula West into four or two neighborhoods based on distinct 
feels and access points.  Bagierek & Anderson agreed that they did not want to overcomplicate 
things for the people.  The group discussed the possibility of remapping zoning areas to better 
reflect neighborhood character, with Manns suggesting it may be necessary to reconcile 
differences  between what is allowed and not allowed in each area.  The Commission debated 
the order of tasks to undertake, with some members suggesting they should first focus on 
remapping zoning areas over creating zones.   

The Commission discussed cap levels for different neighborhoods, with Manns suggesting 
a single percentage for all zones or advocating for different levels based on area.  Manns 
expressed difficulty in determining the ideal percentage of short-term rentals in a neighborhood 
due to the dilution of concentration when grouping them by zone.  Anderson and Broeker agree 
that the end goal of zoning should be to create a city that looks and feels a certain way, rather 
than solely focusing on numerical percentages.   

Residents have expressed concerns about potential negative impacts of redistricting in 
their neighborhoods.  Manns suggests categorizing short-term rentals by neighborhood or zone, 
rather than by license type, to better reflect the varying levels of residential use in different 
areas.  He believes there is a difference between the average owner in certain neighborhoods 
and those who purchase properties for part-time use and rental and suggests considering these 
factors when implementing regulations. 

The Commission discussed the impact of short-term rentals on neighborhoods, with 
Anderson expressing concern about reducing the number of rentals in a neighborhood, that 
“really just surrounds the downtown.”  Manns suggests that the hill is a feeder to the business 
district, and that reducing short-term rentals could have a negative impact on the economy.  
Manns suggest using zoning overlay districts instead of zoning remapping to address short-term 
rental regulations.  The Commission discusses the use of data to support a cap on short-term 
rentals with Broeker questioning the purpose of the data and City Attorney Jacob Witte 
suggesting the use of overlay districts for easier amendment of the zoning ordinance.   

City Planner Jirousek suggested focusing on obtaining accurate data on addresses and 
dwelling types.  Once they build this in GIS, they can manipulate neighborhood boundaries and 
analyze short-term rentals.  Jirousek believes neighborhood-based regulation for short-term 
rentals is possible and could be applied to R1 districts in a future zoning audit.  Jirousek suggests 
analyzing data by zone instead of neighborhood to better understand density.  Manns agreed but 
wants to consider impact of different zones on the community as a whole.   

The Commission discussed how to count houses and lots in a neighborhood, with 
Anderson suggesting capturing both sets of numbers for simplicity.  Manns raised the questions 
of how to handle the vacant lots and their potential impact on the percentage of short-term 
rental licenses available in the neighborhood.  He recommends using lot limits instead of caps to 
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avoid adjusting numbers later.  Anderson and Jirousek agree that getting the number of houses 
in addition to the loss is a bigger lift, but it is doable with GIS data. 

City Planner Jirousek suggested pulling the data together on residential addresses to 
inform policy decisions.  Chair Manns questioned the need to include unbuilt parcels in the data 
analysis, citing potential cost savings.  They discuss the importance of parking in downtown 
areas, with Bagierek expressing concerns about the arbitrary nature of parking concerns and the 
need for more data on the issue.  Anderson suggested characterizing short-term rental density 
based on parking levels, with Bagierek agreeing that more data is needed to accurately assess 
parking concerns in these areas.  Jirousek discussed parking concerns, focusing on lot size and 
depth.  He suggested a windshield survey or block-by-clock review of aerials to gather more 
detailed data.  Zoning Administrator Cummins mentions that the Planning Commission has 
approved the task force recommendations, including no parking on one side of the road, and the 
fire chief is providing feedback on the list of streets to be addressed. 

City Planner Jirousek suggested pulling the data together on residential addresses to 
inform policy decisions.  Chair Manns questioned the need to include unbuilt parcels in the data 
analysis, citing potential cost savings.  They discuss the importance of parking in downtown 
areas, with Bagierek expressing concerns about the arbitrary nature of parking concerns and the 
need for more data on the issue.  Anderson suggested characterizing short-term rental density 
based on parking levels, with Bagierek agreeing that more data is needed to accurately assess 
parking concerns in these areas.  Jirousek discussed parking concerns, focusing on lot size and 
depth.  He suggested a windshield survey or block-by-clock review of aerials to gather more 
detailed data.  Zoning Administrator Cummins mentions that the Planning Commission has 
approved the task force recommendations, including no parking on one side of the road, and the 
fire chief is providing feedback on the list of streets to be addressed. 

The Planning Commission discussed the goals for the remainder of 2024, including 
continuing the discussion on short-term rental and consolidating zoning districts in the 
commercial area.  Zoning administrator Cummins agrees with the goals and highlights the 
accomplishments of 2023, including the successful waterfront preservation effort, and suggests 
looking at the commercial zones first for consolidation.  Affordable housing and trails on the 
airport property are unlikely due to zoning restrictions. 

Next, they discussed the City’s plan to improve the Park Street corridor with Broeker 
expressing skepticism about the city’s commitment to addressing safety concerns.  They talk 
about prioritizing sidewalk issues in commercial zones, with Manns placing it low on the agenda 
and Broeker suggesting it should be taken out for City Council to address.  Anderson agrees that 
Park Street is a complex issue and that it is important to address, but notes that it is a hard 
problem to solve and that not everyone will be happy with any solution. 

The Commission continues to discuss prioritizing downtown commercial districts for 
improvement in 2024.  Manns suggests breaking it down into smaller chunks, such as commercial 
and residential zones.  Cummins agrees that Saugatuck is forward-thinking in eliminating parking 
minimums, but notes that it places pressure on the city and highlights the challenge of unwinding 
the current parking system.  Jirousek suggests reducing parking requirements for new 
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developments to encourage more walkable and bikeable communities.  Manns raised concerns 
about the feasibility of implementing paid parking in the resort community, citing the need for 
further discussion and analysis.  Manns suggested prioritizing commercial zone changes for 
public hearing in Ju.ly, August, or September, depending on time constraints.  Jirousek aims to 
have GIS analysis ready for April meeting but may need to wait for capacity of outside agencies.   
Zoning Administrator Cummins aims to provide accurate data on short-term rentals by April but 
may need more time.  Manns suggests breaking down the data into buildable versus vacant lots 
to help with reconciliation.  Jirousek agrees to coordinate with Cummins on GIS data crunching 
for commercial district analysis.   The commission discusses the need to analyze short-term 
rental data in commercial districts, as the current data only includes residential areas.  They also 
agreed that consolidating zones and looking at each commercial district separately is necessary 
to understand the full scope of short-term rentals in the area.   

 
B.  Goals for Remainder of 2024 
 City Planner Jirousek and Zoning Administrator Cummins provided details on the housing 
readiness grant through MSHDA, which can be used for Master plan updates, zoning related 
updates, and other local efforts to increase housing supply, affordability, and attainability.  The 
Commission expresses frustration with the lack of progress on the community plan and suggests 
prioritizing it for 2024.  Consensus reached on four main goals for 2024: 

• Continuation and finishing short-term rental discussions. 
• Consolidation and review of zones, both commercial and residential. 
• Lay a base plan for how to move forward with Master Plan.   
• Parking planning  
 

Motion by Broeker, second by Bagierek, that their goals for 2024 will be to: 
• Consider and review the Tri-Community Master Plan. 
• Complete the discussion of short-term rentals with respect to potential caps. 
• Consolidation of zoning districts, commercial and residential. 
• Parking. 

 
Upon roll call vote, motion carried 6-0.     

 

7.  Communications:  None. 
   

8.  Reports of Officers and Committees:   
 A. Zoning Administrator Activity Report:  Director of Planning, Zoning, and Project Management 
 Cummins included brief update of his report. 
  
9.  Public Comments:   
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• Diana Decker (128 Elizabeth):  She attended a great meeting a few years back where they met Ryan
Kilpatrick at the Saugatuck Center for the Arts regarding affordable housing.  He spoke about what
he has done in other communities to get grants and money for affordable housing.  She said that
South Haven just had their third meeting with Kilpatrick and noted that they are really trying to
get ahead on that topic.  She agreed with Commissioner Gaunt’s comments regarding the Master
Plan and noted that Douglas, Saugatuck, and Saugatuck Township are three different communities
and should have their own Master Plans.  She said that regarding the data for the map, she has
worked with a few different assessors, and she thinks the it is pretty easy to collect the data.

• Jane Underwood (130 Perryman):  She said that she has heard for many years that “Saugatuck is
dying, no one is going to come”, or “The sky is falling in”.  She says that it has not happened yet.
She thinks that Saugatuck seems to reinvent themselves.  It is a good place to be.

• Gary Kemp (1022 Holland):  He likes the way the Commission is moving to try to collect the data
and evaluate things but wished he had a chance to suggest an idea earlier.  He thinks that one of
the things that the Commission should be looking at is the allowable occupancy of each of the units
as they are mapping.  This will tell you how many people are going to be at that location, and how
many people are going to be cut from that location according to the new rules.  He also thinks that
when they do their annual evaluation of the residency, they should look at off-street parking.
Parking, the occupancy, and the size of the house are critical issues.  It would be really easy to add
the allowable occupancy and it does make a difference.  He says that he thinks that the smaller
homes with 2-6 people do not have the issues that the larger houses with higher occupancy have.
He suggests that they have Mr. Jirousek ass the occupancy number to each of the units as he is
mapping them and put in the data because he thinks they are going to find that to be extremely
useful information.  He thought it was a good meeting and he hopes they make some real headway
and not overly cap things as he thinks a 20% cap is very arbitrary.  It may feel good to Holly but
may not feel as good to him as he would like to see a higher percentage.  He says that the more
data they have, the more they will be able to convince people of what they are doing.

10. Commission Comments:
• Joe Clark:  Said that he does not mean to keep driving down into the short-term rental topic, but

he spent a lot of time analyzing the data and said that he would be more than happy to bring the
results in of the analysis that he did.  There is a clear correlation between the zones and the
resident’s response in the zones that have the higher density of short-term rentals to the
thresholds of caps that they want to see.  Specifically, on the hill which he believes showed 64%,
and another district was at 70.  You could correlate the data directly.  In each of those responses,
they are all in favor of 20% or lower numbers.  He wanted them to know, if they are going to be
data dependent, he thinks they should be looking at that data as well.  In his opinion, it is
meaningful, it shows the feelings of the people that are responding.   He thought it was a good
meeting on a challenging subject and thanked everyone for coming.

• Steve Manns:  He thanked Mr. Jirousek and said that the Commission appreciates what you have
put in so far.  He looks forward to seeing what he is able to produce by their April meeting.  He
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thanked Ryan and the rest of the city staff for their work.  He loves the fact that they have 
Commissioners that are willing to put the time in to do more than just what comes before then. 
At the same time, they have to be respectful as they have a small staff and small budgets to factor 
in.  He is not sure how they are paying for all of these studies.  He thinks as they get to looking at 
the numbers, they should be going back to the survey and considering whether or not another 
survey should be done that is more specific because there were some complains about the survey 
that they did during the STR Task Force. 

11. Adjournment:
Motion by Gaunt, second by Anderson, to approve adjournment of the meeting.  Upon voice vote, 

motion carried 6-0.  Chair Manns adjourned the meeting at 9:37 pm.  

Respectfully Submitted, 
________________________ 
Sara Williams, Deputy Clerk  
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102 Butler Street  P.O. Box 86  Saugatuck, MI 49453 
Phone: 269-857-2603  Website: www.saugatuckcity.com 

MEMORANDUM 

City of Saugatuck Planning Commission 

Memo Date: April 12, 2024 Meeting Date: April 18, 2024 
Request: Special Land Use Applicant: Dawn Alexander 
Address: 831 Holland Street Project Name: ADU Rental Proposal 
Parcel: 03-57-209-056-01 Plan Date: Surveyed July 20, 2022 
Lot Size: 0.183 Zoning District: R-1 Community Res
Complete: Yes Recommendation: TBD based on ADU s.f.
Staff: Ryan Cummins Consultant: David M. Jirousek, AICP

Overview 

The applicant has applied for special land use approval to rent an existing accessory dwelling 
unit (ADU) in accordance with Section 154.026 (C)(3) of the Zoning Ordinance. The purpose of 
this memo is to provide a compliance review related to all applicable zoning standards and 
requirements and to assist the Planning Commission with developing findings related to special 
land use and site plan standards and specific requirements for the rental of ADUs. 

Background 

A garage with a second-floor ADU living space was approved in 2019 and constructed soon 
thereafter. The square footage of the second-floor living space provided by the applicant is 638 
square feet. The unit is accessed by an exterior staircase and includes an open living area with a 
kitchen, bathroom, and bedroom. The dwelling also has access to a second-floor open-air porch 
which is covered by an extension of the gable end roof. 

The owner now wishes to manage the rental of the ADU. If a short-term rental, the ADU rental 
must also be permitted administratively in accordance with Section 154.022 V and the City of 
Saugatuck’s Short-Term Rental Ordinance. 

Review Process and Standards 

The application requires review in accordance with the following sections of the City of 
Saugatuck Zoning Ordinance: 
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831 Holland Street 
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 Compliance with Section 154.092 J- Rental of an Accessory Dwelling Unit
 Compliance with Section 154.022 W- Accessory Dwelling Unit
 Site Plan approval in accordance with Section 151.060
 Special Land Use approval in accordance with Section 154.080

Rental of an Accessory Dwelling Unit 

In accordance with Section 154.092 J, a rental accessory dwelling unit shall conform to all 
regulations in Section 154.022(W) and the following requirements. 

Comment: Concerning compliance with Section 154.022(W)(3), the building plans show the 
ADU living space is 638 square feet. Assessing data shows the overall footprint as 620 square 
feet. As outlined later in this report, it appears that the ADU does not conform to all zoning 
requirements. 

1. A rented accessory dwelling unit shall only be permitted on a parcel that contains a
single family detached dwelling that is occupied and used by the owner as his or her
primary, yearround residence. Under no circumstances may a singlefamily detached
dwelling and an accessory dwelling unit on the same parcel be rented to separate parties
or under separate contracts.

Comment: The owner intends to remain the primary occupant of the principal detached
single-family dwelling. This will remain an ongoing requirement for renting the ADU.

2. Accessory dwelling units rented for less than 31 days shall require a shortterm rental
license pursuant to the City of Saugatuck's ShortTerm Rental Ordinance, Chapter 99.5
of the City Code, and shall otherwise adhere to all of this chapter's requirements
concerning shortterm rentals

Comment: If intended to be rented on a short-term basis, the proper permit must be
secured by the applicant.

Accessory Dwelling Unit 

In accordance with Section 154.022 W, an accessory dwelling unit shall meet the following 
criteria: 

1. An accessory dwelling unit shall be permitted on a lot where the principal use is an
existing singlefamily detached dwelling.
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Comment: Although the principal building was at one time three rental units, it was 
recently determined to be a single-family dwelling by the Zoning Administrator. 

2. Occupancy of an accessory dwelling unit permitted by right shall be limited to the
following:

a. Owners/occupants of the singlefamily detached dwelling on the same
property.

b. Nonrenting invited guests of the owners/occupants of the singlefamily
detached dwelling on the same property, such as family or friends.

c. Renters of the singlefamily detached dwelling on the same property if both the
singlefamily detached dwelling and accessory dwelling unit are rented under
a single contract. Renting both the singlefamily detached dwelling and the
accessory dwelling unit under a single contract does not require a special land
use approval. If an accessory dwelling unit is rented in conjunction with a
singlefamily detached dwelling for less than 31 days, each dwelling unit must
obtain a shortterm rental license pursuant to the City of Saugatuck’s Short
Term Rental Ordinance, Chapter 99.5 of the City Code, and shall otherwise
adhere to all of this chapter’s requirements concerning shortterm rentals.

Comment: Until it is approved for renters, the ADU occupancy is limited to
owner/occupants and non-renting guests.

3. An accessory dwelling unit shall have a minimum of 375 square feet of gross finished
floor area and shall not exceed the lesser of 30% of the gross finished floor area
contained within the singlefamily detached dwelling or 600 square feet of gross
finished floor area; except, in the CRC zone district when the parcel on which the
accessory dwelling unit is located is two or more acres in area, the floor area of an
accessory dwelling unit shall not exceed the lesser of 30% of the gross floor area of
the principal residence or 1,500 square feet. For purposes of this section, the floor
area of an accessory dwelling unit is the total gross finished floor area intended for
living, sleeping, bathing, eating and cooking. In the case of an accessory dwelling unit
attached to or incorporated with a detached accessory building intended for other
purposes, such as accessory studio, shop, or storage space, there shall be no internal
access and connection to the additional floor area intended for the other purpose if
the result of the connection would exceed the maximum gross finished floor area
required for the accessory dwelling unit.
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831 Holland Street 
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Comment: The building plans show the ADU living space is 638 square feet, which 
exceeds the past and current ADU square footage requirements. Assessing data 
shows an overall footprint of 620 square feet. From the information available, the 
ADU appears to be nonconforming. 

4. An accessory dwelling, which is not located within the singlefamily detached
dwelling, shall not be located between the front door of the singlefamily detached
dwelling and the public rightofway, unless located above an existing detached
accessory structure.

Comment: Not applicable.

5. An accessory dwelling shall be subject to all setback and lot coverage requirements
applicable to a singlefamily detached dwelling in the district in which it is located.

Comment: The building was previously confirmed as compliant with dimensional
requirements for the subject zoning district.

6. No more than one accessory dwelling unit is permitted on any lot.

Comment: Although the principal building was originally divided into three units, it
is now a single-family dwelling with one accessory dwelling unit.

7. Accessory dwellings shall not be permitted to have independent electric, gas, or water
meters from the singlefamily detached dwelling.

Comment: The building was previously confirmed as compliant.

8. An accessory dwelling unit attached to a singlefamily detached dwelling shall have a
separate entrance from the exterior of the singlefamily detached dwelling.

Comment: Not applicable. The ADU exists above a detached garage.

9. A lot with an accessory dwelling unit shall provide one additional parking space on a
fully improved surface of concrete, asphalt, or brick, gravel, stone, or other surface
approved by the city.

Comment: Parking for the ADU is available on an existing driveway and ground level
garage space.
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10. The rental of an accessory dwelling unit independently from the singlefamily detached
dwelling on the same parcel shall be prohibited without receiving special land use
approval from the Planning Commission as authorized in § 154.092(J).

Comment: The applicant is seeking approval for renting the ADU.

Comment:  Not applicable. The ADU is above a detached garage. 

Site Plan Standards of Approval 

The following standards for site plan review and approval apply to the project per Section 
154.063. Findings related to each standard are provided for consideration by the Planning 
Commission. 

A. All elements of the site plan shall be harmoniously and efficiently organized in relation to
topography, the size and type of lot, the character of adjoining property and the type and size
of the buildings. The site will be so developed as not to impede the normal and orderly
development or improvement of surrounding property for uses permitted in this chapter.

Comment:  Not applicable. The site is already developed and improved with a single-family
dwelling and a detached garage with a second-story ADU.

B. The landscape shall be preserved in its natural state, insofar as practical, by removing only
those areas of vegetation or making those alterations to the topography which are
reasonably necessary to develop the site in accordance with the requirements of this chapter.

Comment: Not applicable. No site work is proposed as part of the proposal.

C. The site plan shall provide reasonable visual and sound privacy for all dwelling units located
therein. Fences, walks, barriers and landscaping shall be used, as appropriate, to
accomplish these purposes.

Comment:  As a single residential dwelling with an existing ADU in an established
residential area, screening is not necessary or recommended.

D. All buildings or groups of buildings shall be arranged so as to permit necessary emergency
vehicle access as required by the Fire Department.

Comment:  Site improvements were previously approved by all applicable City departments.
Additional permitting will be required rented for short terms.

E. There shall be provided a pedestrian circulation system which is separated from the
vehicular circulation system. In order to ensure public safety, special pedestrian measures,
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such as crosswalks, crossing signals and other such facilities may be required in the vicinity 
of schools, playgrounds, local shopping areas and other uses which generate a considerable 
amount of pedestrian traffic. All federal, state, and local barrier free requirements shall be 
met.  

 
 Comment: This standard is not applicable to a single-family residential dwelling with a 

detached ADU. 
 
F. The arrangement of public or common ways for vehicular and pedestrian circulation shall be 

connected to existing or planned streets and pedestrian or bicycle pathways in the area. 
Streets and drives which are part of an existing or planned street pattern serving adjacent 
development shall be of a width appropriate to the traffic volume they will carry and shall 
have a dedicated rightofway equal to that specified in the City’s land use plan.  

 
 Comment: This standard is not applicable to a single-family residential dwelling with a 

detached ADU. 
 
G. All streets shall be developed in accordance with city specifications, unless developed as a 

private road.  
 
 Comment: This standard is not applicable to a single-family residential dwelling with a 

detached ADU. 
 
H. Appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure that removal of surface waters will not 

adversely affect neighboring properties or the public storm drainage system. Provisions shall 
be made to accommodate storm water, prevent erosion and the formation of dust. The use of 
detention/retention ponds may be required. Surface water on all paved areas shall be 
collected at intervals so that it will not obstruct the flow of vehicular or pedestrian traffic, 
create puddles in paved areas or create erosion problems.  

 
 Comment:  Not applicable. The site is already developed and improved with a single-family 

dwelling and a detached garage with a second-story ADU.  
 
I. All loading and unloading areas and outside storage areas, including areas for the storage 

of trash, which face or are visible from residential districts or public thoroughfares, shall be 
screened by an opaque wall or landscaped screen not less than six feet in height. (See §§ 
154.142 through 154.144).  

 
 Comment:  Not applicable. The site is already developed and improved with a single-family 

dwelling and a detached garage with a second-story ADU. 
 
J. Exterior lighting shall be arranged so that it is deflected away from adjacent properties and 

so that it does not impede the vision of traffic along adjacent streets. Flashing or intermittent 
lights shall not be permitted.  
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 Comment:  Not applicable. The site is already developed and improved with a single-family 

dwelling and a detached garage with a second-story ADU. 
 
K. In approving the site plan, the Planning Commission may recommend that a bond or other 

financial guarantee of ample sum be furnished by the developer to ensure compliance for 
such requirements as drives, walks, utilities, parking, landscaping and the like (see § 
154.173). 

 
 Comment: A financial guarantee is not necessary. The site is already developed.  
 
Special Land Use Standards of Approval 
 
In accordance with Section 154.080, before any special land use permit is granted, the Planning 
Commission shall make findings of fact based upon competent evidence certifying compliance 
with the specific regulations governing individual special land uses and, in addition, ensure that 
the following general standards have been met. Findings related to each standard are provided 
for consideration by the Planning Commission. 
 
1. In location, size, height and intensity of the principal and/or accessory operations, be 

compatible with the size, type and kind of buildings, uses and structures in the vicinity and on 
adjacent property;  
 
Comment:  The existing principal dwelling and ADU are compatible with nearby properties 
and land uses. Permits were secured for improvements to the dwelling and construction of 
the detached accessory building.   
 

2. Be consistent with and promote the intent and purpose of this chapter; 
 

Comment:  Except the size requirement mentioner earlier, other standards and zoning 
requirements have been met for the ADU and the rental of the ADU. 

 
3. Be compatible with the natural environment and conserve natural resources and energy;  

 
  Comment:  Not applicable. The site is already developed and improved with a single-

family dwelling and a detached garage with second-story ADU. 
 

4. Be consistent with existing and future capabilities of public services and facilities affected by 
the proposed use;  
 
Comment: Renting the existing ADU will have a negligible impact on public services, as 
there may be more frequent turnover than if it were only used for guests or by the primary 
resident. 
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5. Protect the public health, safety, and welfare as well as the social and economic wellbeing
of those who will use the land use or activity, residents, businesses and landowners
immediately adjacent and the City as a whole;

Comment: Renting the existing ADU will have no additional impact on public health, safety,
welfare, or the social and economic well-being of the community.

6. Not create any hazards arising from storage and use of inflammable fluids;

Comment: This standard is not applicable to a single-family residential dwelling with an
ADU.

7. Not be in conflict with convenient, safe and normal vehicular and pedestrian traffic routes,
flows, intersections and general character and intensity of development. In particular:

(a) The property shall be easily accessible to fire and police; and
(b) Not create or add to any hazardous traffic condition.

Comment: The rental of the existing ADU will have a negligible impact on traffic 
conditions. Sufficient parking exists in the driveway and inside the garage. 

8. Be of such a design and impact that the location and height of buildings, the location, nature
and height of walls, fences and the nature and extent of landscaping on the site shall not
hinder or discourage the appropriate development and use of adjacent land and buildings or
impair the value thereof;

Comment: Renting the existing ADU will not impede the use of adjacent properties or
negatively impact them. Additionally, the applicant owns the dwellings on both sides of the
accessory building.

9. That in the nature, location, size, and site layout of the use, be a harmonious part of the
district in which it is situated taking into account, among other things, prevailing shopping
habits, convenience of access by prospective patrons, the physical and economic relationship
of one type of use to another and characteristic groupings of uses of the district; and

Comment: This standard is not applicable to a single-family residential dwelling with an
ADU.

10. That in the location, size, intensity and site layout be such that operations will not be
objectionable to nearby dwellings, by reason of noise, fumes, pollution, vibration, litter,
refuse, glare or flash of lights to an extent which is greater than would be operations of any
use permitted by right for that district within which the special land use is proposed to be
located.
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Comment: This standard is not applicable to a single-family residential dwelling with an 
ADU. 

 
Recommendation 
 
Based on the findings in this report, all standards of approval have been satisfied, except that it is 
unclear how the ADU was originally approved to be 638 square feet. Section 154.092(J) states 
that to rent an ADU, all requirements of 154.022(W) must be met, yet it appears that the ADU 
does not conform to the square footage requirements in place in 2019 and those in effect at the 
present time.  
 
There is the possibility that there is an inconsistency between plans, or that there are details that 
are missing from the submittal. There are several strikethroughs and notes on the plans submitted 
by the applicant, so it is not entirely clear if there were changes to the plans or overall square 
footage. In any case, the applicant should confirm the interior gross finished floor area and 
address this issue to the best of their ability. 
 
If we find that the ADU is, in fact, nonconforming and unable to be approved, the Planning 
Commission may wish to review the zoning ordinance further in a separate discussion. It may be 
worthwhile to assess the zoning text and possibly consider reasonable provisions to allow the 
rental of ADUs that do not comply with certain requirements. 
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102 Butler Street  P.O. Box 86  Saugatuck, MI 49453 
Phone: 269-857-2603  Website: www.saugatuckcity.com 

MEMORANDUM 

City of Saugatuck Planning Commission 

Memo Date: April 12, 2024  Meeting Date: April 18, 2024 
Request: Special Land Use Applicant: Brian and Lisa Barnhill 
Address: 132 Mason Street Project Name: Round the Corner Ice Cream 

Shop 
Parcel: 57-470-004-00 Plan Date: N/A 
Lot Size: 0.23 Zoning District: C-1 City Center
Complete: Yes Recommendation: Conditional
Staff: Ryan Cummins Consultant: David M. Jirousek, AICP

Overview 

The applicant requests special land use and site plan approval for a restaurant with expanded 
outdoor seating within the public right-of-way and within an existing patio area outside of the 
right-of-way. The purpose of this memo is to provide a compliance review related to all 
applicable zoning standards and requirements and to assist the Planning Commission with 
developing findings related to special land use and site plan standards and specific requirements 
for the proposed business use. 

Background 

The expanded outdoor seating area was approved by the Historic District Commission on April 
4. The current proposal is the same as carried out in four previous seasons, and it includes tables
and chairs in front of the building and within one parallel parking space. The special land use
request includes the following:

1. Three tables with three chairs each are proposed in the existing patio area in front of the
building.

2. Three tables with three chairs each are planned to be placed within one public parking
space within the City’s right-of-way
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The tables and chairs will be the same as those provided in previous seasons, as shown in the 
pictures in the application and as evident in street-view online imagery. Although dimensions are 
described, no images of the benches, trash container, or market-style string lights were provided. 
 
No significant exterior changes or site improvements are proposed as part of the project. All 
exterior furniture will be temporary in nature.  
 
Review Process and Standards 
 
The application requires review in accordance with the following sections of the City of 
Saugatuck Zoning Ordinance: 
 
 Site Plan approval in accordance with Section 151.060 
 Special Land Use approval in accordance with Section 154.080 
 Design standards in accordance with Section 154.092 O(2) 

 
Site Plan Standards of Approval 
 
The following standards for site plan review and approval apply to the project per Section 
154.063. Findings related to each standard are provided for consideration by the Planning 
Commission. 

 
A. All elements of the site plan shall be harmoniously and efficiently organized in relation to 

topography, the size and type of lot, the character of adjoining property and the type and size 
of the buildings. The site will be so developed as not to impede the normal and orderly 
development or improvement of surrounding property for uses permitted in this chapter. 

 
 Comment:  The building is in existence, and the site is already developed. The overall 

existing design is harmonious and compatible with nearby properties and land uses. The 
operation is not anticipated to cause external impacts to neighboring property.  

 
B. The landscape shall be preserved in its natural state, insofar as practical, by removing only 

those areas of vegetation or making those alterations to the topography which are 
reasonably necessary to develop the site in accordance with the requirements of this chapter.  

 
 Comment:  This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.  
 
C. The site plan shall provide reasonable visual and sound privacy for all dwelling units located 

therein. Fences, walks, barriers and landscaping shall be used, as appropriate, to 
accomplish these purposes.  

 
 Comment: This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed. 
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D. All buildings or groups of buildings shall be arranged so as to permit necessary emergency
vehicle access as required by the Fire Department.

Comment:  This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.

E. There shall be provided a pedestrian circulation system which is separated from the
vehicular circulation system. In order to ensure public safety, special pedestrian measures,
such as crosswalks, crossing signals and other such facilities may be required in the vicinity
of schools, playgrounds, local shopping areas and other uses which generate a considerable
amount of pedestrian traffic. All federal, state, and local barrier free requirements shall be
met.

Comment: This standard is not applicable. Sidewalks are present within the public right-of-
way.

F. The arrangement of public or common ways for vehicular and pedestrian circulation shall be
connected to existing or planned streets and pedestrian or bicycle pathways in the area.
Streets and drives which are part of an existing or planned street pattern serving adjacent
development shall be of a width appropriate to the traffic volume they will carry and shall
have a dedicated right-of-way equal to that specified in the City’s land use plan.

Comment: This standard is not applicable.

G. All streets shall be developed in accordance with city specifications, unless developed as a
private road.

Comment: This standard is not applicable.

H. Appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure that removal of surface waters will not
adversely affect neighboring properties or the public storm drainage system. Provisions shall
be made to accommodate storm water, prevent erosion and the formation of dust. The use of
detention/retention ponds may be required. Surface water on all paved areas shall be
collected at intervals so that it will not obstruct the flow of vehicular or pedestrian traffic,
create puddles in paved areas or create erosion problems.

Comment: This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.

I. All loading and unloading areas and outside storage areas, including areas for the storage
of trash, which face or are visible from residential districts or public thoroughfares, shall be
screened by an opaque wall or landscaped screen not less than six feet in height. (See §§ 
154.142 through 154.144).

Comment: This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.
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J. Exterior lighting shall be arranged so that it is deflected away from adjacent properties and 

so that it does not impede the vision of traffic along adjacent streets. Flashing or intermittent 
lights shall not be permitted.  

 
Comment: Market-style light will be strung to illuminate the expanded outdoor dining areas. 
The applicant has provided a sketch that confirms the compliant overhead placement of 
electrical cords. 

 
K. In approving the site plan, the Planning Commission may recommend that a bond or other 

financial guarantee of ample sum be furnished by the developer to ensure compliance for 
such requirements as drives, walks, utilities, parking, landscaping and the like (see § 
154.173). 

 
 Comment: A financial guarantee is not necessary. The site is already developed.  
 
 
Special Land Use Standards of Approval 
 
In accordance with Section 154.080, before any special land use permit is granted, the Planning 
Commission shall make findings of fact based upon competent evidence certifying compliance 
with the specific regulations governing individual special land uses and, in addition, ensure that 
the following general standards have been met. Findings related to each standard are provided 
for consideration by the Planning Commission. 
 
1. In location, size, height and intensity of the principal and/or accessory operations, be 

compatible with the size, type and kind of buildings, uses and structures in the vicinity and on 
adjacent property;  
 

 Comment:  As stated earlier, the building is already in existence, and the site is already 
developed. The proposed outdoor dining areas are not anticipated to cause external impacts 
to neighboring property. The number, style, and location of tables, chairs, barriers, and 
lighting do not detract from the overall character of the property and other lots in the vicinity. 

 
2. Be consistent with and promote the intent and purpose of this chapter; 

 
Comment: Outdoor dining options are consistent with the City’s vision and the intent and 
purpose of the zoning ordinance. 

 
3. Be compatible with the natural environment and conserve natural resources and energy;  

 
 Comment: This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed. 
 
4. Be consistent with existing and future capabilities of public services and facilities affected by 

the proposed use;  
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Comment:  The expanded outdoor seating area is not anticipated to impact public services 
and facilities. 

5. Protect the public health, safety, and welfare as well as the social and economic well-being
of those who will use the land use or activity, residents, businesses and landowners
immediately adjacent and the City as a whole;

Comment: The outdoor dining areas are not anticipated to affect neighboring property. It is
anticipated that there will be no additional impact on public health, safety, and welfare, as
well as the social and economic well-being of the community.

6. Not create any hazards arising from storage and use of inflammable fluids;

Comment: Not applicable.

7. Not be in conflict with convenient, safe and normal vehicular and pedestrian traffic routes,
flows, intersections and general character and intensity of development. In particular:

(a) The property shall be easily accessible to fire and police; and
(b) Not create or add to any hazardous traffic condition.

Comment: The placement of tables within the right-of-way will not impact pedestrian traffic 
routes as sufficient clear area is proposed. 

8. Be of such a design and impact that the location and height of buildings, the location, nature
and height of walls, fences and the nature and extent of landscaping on the site shall not
hinder or discourage the appropriate development and use of adjacent land and buildings or
impair the value thereof;

Comment: This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.

9. That in the nature, location, size, and site layout of the use, be a harmonious part of the
district in which it is situated taking into account, among other things, prevailing shopping
habits, convenience of access by prospective patrons, the physical and economic relationship
of one type of use to another and characteristic groupings of uses of the district; and

Comment: The use will add to the vibrancy of the downtown area, and the overall existing
design is harmonious and compatible with nearby properties and land uses.

10. That in the location, size, intensity and site layout be such that operations will not be
objectionable to nearby dwellings, by reason of noise, fumes, pollution, vibration, litter,
refuse, glare or flash of lights to an extent which is greater than would be operations of any
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use permitted by right for that district within which the special land use is proposed to be 
located.  

 
Comment: The operation is not anticipated to cause objectional impacts.  

 
Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas- Section 154.092 (O)(2) 
 
Any lawfully permitted restaurant may utilize an Outdoor Dining Area in a public property or 
right-of-way (hereafter, “Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas”) upon receipt of special land use 
approval and site plan review pursuant to this Section, regardless of the zoning district. 
Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas shall be permitted within public rights-of-way or public 
sidewalks notwithstanding any setback requirements in this chapter to the contrary, provided the 
standards of this subsection are satisfied. 
 

a. Standards: Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas shall comply with the following 
supplemental special use standards: 

i. The restaurant seeking to utilize the Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be in 
full compliance with this chapter. 
 
Comment: The restaurant complies with the zoning ordinance. 
 

ii. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall not pose any safety or health concerns 
and shall be consistent with the general character of the surrounding area. 
 
Comment: The front dining areas are in appropriate locations. The number, style, 
and location of tables, chairs, barriers, and lighting do not detract from the overall 
character of the property and other lots in the vicinity. 
 

iii. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall only be located in the areas of the 
public property or public right-of-way authorized by the City (the “Permitted 
Space”). The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall not extend past the building 
frontage of the Applicant’s business. 
 
Comment: The outdoor dining areas are directly in front of the building and in 
one designated parking space.  
 

iv. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be aesthetically pleasing and consistent 
with the general character of the surrounding area. Planters, plants, and organic 
materials are required parts of the Expanded Outdoor Dining Area. 
 
Comment: The proposed furniture and planters are aesthetically pleasing and 
consistent with the general character of the surrounding area. 
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v. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be adequately lit by electrical lighting 
24 hours per day. Overhead and underground electrical cords are permitted. 
Electrical cords may not run along the ground and onto the sidewalk. All  
llumination shall be appropriately shielded and directed so as to not disturb 
adjacent uses or vehicular traffic.  
 
Comment: Market-style light will be strung to illuminate the expanded outdoor 
dining areas. The applicant has provided a sketch that confirms compliant 
overhead placement of electrical cords. 
 

vi. Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas occupying public streets or parking spaces shall 
be marked with traffic reflectors to promote visibility for traffic.  
 
Comment: The supplemental response states that reflectors will be placed on the 
fence posts. However, no images or details were provided. 
 

vii. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be on a fully improved surface of 
concrete, paver brick, or other solid material. No carpeting or ground coverings 
of any kind are permitted.  
 
Comment: The dining area is proposed on existing concrete and asphalt surfaces.  
 

viii. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall not interfere with required fire access 
or any fire department equipment. Fire lanes, fire hydrants, and other fire 
department connections will not be blocked by the Expanded Outdoor Dining 
Area.  
 
Comment: Fire department approval is required. 
 

ix. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall not disrupt street or sidewalk drainage 
or impound water.  
 
Comment: The tables, chairs, and benches will have no impact on drainage. 
 

x. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be arranged to not interfere with 
pedestrian travel or the opening of car doors, and the Expanded Outdoor Dining 
Area shall not unreasonably interfere with the flow of pedestrian or vehicular 
traffic or the use of adjacent parking spaces. 
 
Comment: The dining area will have no impact on nearby parked vehicles, and 
sufficient clear area will be preserved. 
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xi. For all Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas, a five-foot wide, unobstructed space 
must be maintained on the sidewalk at all times to prevent pedestrian traffic 
obstruction. 
 
Comment: A six-foot clear sidewalk area is shown on the site plan. 
 

xii. Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas occupying public streets or parking spaces shall 
have a barrier which clearly defines the perimeter of the area to prevent 
pedestrians from entering or exiting from the street. Barriers must be made of 
non-flexible materials, including wood, plastic or metal, but excluding concrete 
or cinder blocks. Flexible materials, such as rope and canvas, are not permitted. 
 
Comment: White picket fencing is proposed to surround the dining area within 
the parking spaces 
 

xiii. Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas within parallel parking spaces shall not extend 
more than 8 feet from the face of the curb or exceed 40 feet in length.  
 
Comment: Only one parking space will be used, and the dimension of the street 
dining area is noted as 20 feet wide and seven feet deep on the site plan. 
 

xiv. Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas within angled street parking zones shall not 
extend more than 15 feet from the face of the curb or exceed 40 feet in length. 
 
Comment: Not applicable. 
 

xv. No tents or enclosures are permitted within the Expanded Outdoor Dining Area. 
 
Comment: Not applicable. 
 

xvi. If alcohol is served, the area shall meet all additional applicable local, state, and 
federal regulations. 
 
Comment: Ongoing requirement. 
 

xvii. No Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall operate between November 1 and April 
1 of each year. All items used in the Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be 
removed from the Permitted Space no later than November 10 of each year and 
may not be reinstalled until March 20 of each year. 
 
Comment: Ongoing requirement. 
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xviii. Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas shall comply with all additional applicable local 
and county ordinances, applicable State laws, applicable building, electrical, and 
mechanical codes, COVID limitations, and City policies.  
 
Comment: Ongoing requirement. 
 

xix. The City’s Department of Public Works shall be allowed access to the Expanded 
Outdoor Dining Area for any maintenance purposes.  
 
Comment: Ongoing requirement. 
 

xx. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be kept free of debris and in a neat, 
clean, safe, reasonable, and orderly condition, and all objects and items located 
thereon shall be kept in good and safe maintenance and repair.  
 
Comment: Ongoing requirement. 
 

xxi. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall not create a nuisance of any kind. 
 
Comment: Ongoing requirement. Additionally, based on special land use 
findings, nuisance impacts are not anticipated. 

 
b. Application Requirements: In addition to the standards set forth in Section 

154.083(B), an application for an Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall include the 
following: 

i. A site plan. 
ii. An executed Revocable License Agreement between the City and Applicant. 

iii. A one-time application fee and annual fee. 
iv. Current photos of the front of the business, including the curb strip and parking 

area. 
v. Description or photos of proposed barriers, tables, or chairs to be used in the 

Expanded Outdoor Dining Area. 
vi. Certificate of Insurance, demonstrating general and product liability coverage in 

the amount of $500,000 per person/$500,000 per incident with the City listed as a 
named insured. 

vii. Certificate of umbrella insurance with policy limits of at least $1,000,000, with 
the City listed as a named insured. 

viii. Michigan Liquor Control Commission License (if appliable). 
ix. Health Department Food Service License (if applicable). 
x. Attestation form from Applicant, indicating that the Outdoor Dining Area will be 

lit 24 hours per day by both electrical lighting and traffic reflectors. 
xi. Written approval from the Fire Department for heating equipment (if applicable). 

xii. Attestation from Applicant that all property taxes, including personal property 
taxes, are current. 
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Comment: The applicant has provided sufficient site plan and operational information 
for the Planning Commission to make an informed decision. It is recommended that the 
remaining items on this list be confirmed administratively as a condition of approval. 

c. Site Plan.

Comment: The applicant provided a comprehensive site plan showing all necessary and
applicable information.

Recommendation 

I recommend approval of the special land use and site plan request for expanded outdoor dining 
contingent upon the following: 

1. Secure all other applicable approvals from City departments, the fire department, and
applicable outside agencies.

2. Provide all Expanded Outdoor Dining Area checklist items in accordance with Section
154.092 (O)(2)b (license agreement, fee, insurance, food licenses, attestation concerning
lighting and reflectors, and attestation concerning tax payments).
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102 Butler Street  P.O. Box 86  Saugatuck, MI 49453 
Phone: 269-857-2603  Website: www.saugatuckcity.com 

MEMORANDUM 

City of Saugatuck Planning Commission 

Memo Date: April 12, 2024  Meeting Date: April 18, 2024 
Request: Special Land Use Applicant: Tom Arnold 
Address: 128 Hoffman Project Name: Wallys Bar & Grill 
Parcel: 57-300-107-00 Plan Date: N/A 
Lot Size: 0.077 acres Zoning District: C-2 Water Street East
Complete: Yes Recommendation: Conditional
Staff: Ryan Cummins Consultant: David M. Jirousek, AICP

Overview 

The applicant requests special land use and site plan approval for a restaurant with expanded 
outdoor seating within the public right-of-way. The purpose of this memo is to provide a 
compliance review related to all applicable zoning standards and requirements and to assist the 
Planning Commission with developing findings related to special land use and site plan 
standards and specific requirements for the use. 

Background 

The expanded outdoor seating area was approved by the Historic District Commission on April 
4. The current proposal is the same as previous seasons, and it includes tables and chairs on the
sidewalk area and within two parallel parking spaces. The special land use request includes the
following:

1. Four square tables with four chairs each are proposed along the sidewalk and tree lawn
area.

2. Two square tables with four chairs and three round tables with barstools are proposed
within the public parking spaces in front of the building.

Previously approved outdoor seating is located outside of the right-of-way directly in front of the 
building. 
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The applicant has provided images of the outdoor seating area from previous years, although 
images show lounge chairs with blue cushions to the west side of the parking spaces. The 
proposed barriers are black metal with attached LED string lots. The chairs, barstools, and round 
tables are black, while the square tables have white tops with black legs. A black garbage can is 
placed in the central area. However, specifications on the sanitation station were not provided. 

No significant exterior changes or site improvements are proposed as part of the project. All 
exterior furniture, planters, stations, and containers will be temporary in nature.  

Review Process and Standards 

The application requires review in accordance with the following sections of the City of 
Saugatuck Zoning Ordinance: 

 Site Plan approval in accordance with Section 151.060
 Special Land Use approval in accordance with Section 154.080
 Design standards in accordance with Section 154.092 O(2)
 Design standards in accordance with Section 154.092 P

Site Plan Standards of Approval 

The following standards for site plan review and approval apply to the project per Section 
154.063. Findings related to each standard are provided for consideration by the Planning 
Commission. 

A. All elements of the site plan shall be harmoniously and efficiently organized in relation to
topography, the size and type of lot, the character of adjoining property and the type and size
of the buildings. The site will be so developed as not to impede the normal and orderly
development or improvement of surrounding property for uses permitted in this chapter.

Comment:  The building is in existence, and the site is already developed. The overall
existing design is harmonious and compatible with nearby properties and land uses. The
operation is not anticipated to cause external impacts to neighboring property.

B. The landscape shall be preserved in its natural state, insofar as practical, by removing only
those areas of vegetation or making those alterations to the topography which are
reasonably necessary to develop the site in accordance with the requirements of this chapter.

Comment:  This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.
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C. The site plan shall provide reasonable visual and sound privacy for all dwelling units located
therein. Fences, walks, barriers and landscaping shall be used, as appropriate, to
accomplish these purposes.

Comment: This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.

D. All buildings or groups of buildings shall be arranged so as to permit necessary emergency
vehicle access as required by the Fire Department.

Comment:  This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.

E. There shall be provided a pedestrian circulation system which is separated from the
vehicular circulation system. In order to ensure public safety, special pedestrian measures,
such as crosswalks, crossing signals and other such facilities may be required in the vicinity
of schools, playgrounds, local shopping areas and other uses which generate a considerable
amount of pedestrian traffic. All federal, state, and local barrier free requirements shall be
met.

Comment: This standard is not applicable. Sidewalks are present within the adjacent public
right-of-way.

F. The arrangement of public or common ways for vehicular and pedestrian circulation shall be
connected to existing or planned streets and pedestrian or bicycle pathways in the area.
Streets and drives which are part of an existing or planned street pattern serving adjacent
development shall be of a width appropriate to the traffic volume they will carry and shall
have a dedicated right-of-way equal to that specified in the City’s land use plan.

Comment: This standard is not applicable.

G. All streets shall be developed in accordance with city specifications, unless developed as a
private road.

Comment: This standard is not applicable.

H. Appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure that removal of surface waters will not
adversely affect neighboring properties or the public storm drainage system. Provisions shall
be made to accommodate storm water, prevent erosion and the formation of dust. The use of
detention/retention ponds may be required. Surface water on all paved areas shall be
collected at intervals so that it will not obstruct the flow of vehicular or pedestrian traffic,
create puddles in paved areas or create erosion problems.

Comment: This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.
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I. All loading and unloading areas and outside storage areas, including areas for the storage
of trash, which face or are visible from residential districts or public thoroughfares, shall be
screened by an opaque wall or landscaped screen not less than six feet in height. (See §§ 
154.142 through 154.144).

Comment: This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.

J. Exterior lighting shall be arranged so that it is deflected away from adjacent properties and
so that it does not impede the vision of traffic along adjacent streets. Flashing or intermittent
lights shall not be permitted.

Comment: LED string lights along the barrier are proposed to illuminate the expanded
outdoor dining areas.

K. In approving the site plan, the Planning Commission may recommend that a bond or other
financial guarantee of ample sum be furnished by the developer to ensure compliance for
such requirements as drives, walks, utilities, parking, landscaping and the like (see §
154.173).

Comment: A financial guarantee is not necessary. The site is already developed.

Special Land Use Standards of Approval 

In accordance with Section 154.080, before any special land use permit is granted, the Planning 
Commission shall make findings of fact based upon competent evidence certifying compliance 
with the specific regulations governing individual special land uses and, in addition, ensure that 
the following general standards have been met. Findings related to each standard are provided 
for consideration by the Planning Commission. 

1. In location, size, height and intensity of the principal and/or accessory operations, be
compatible with the size, type and kind of buildings, uses and structures in the vicinity and on
adjacent property;

Comment:  As stated earlier, the building is already in existence, and the site is already
developed. The proposed outdoor dining areas are not anticipated to cause external impacts
to neighboring property. The number, style, and location of tables, chairs, barriers, and
lighting do not detract from the overall character of the property and other lots in the vicinity.

2. Be consistent with and promote the intent and purpose of this chapter;

Comment: Outdoor dining options are consistent with the City’s vision and the intent and
purpose of the zoning ordinance.
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3. Be compatible with the natural environment and conserve natural resources and energy;

Comment: This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.

4. Be consistent with existing and future capabilities of public services and facilities affected by
the proposed use;

Comment:  The expanded outdoor seating area is not anticipated to impact public services
and facilities.

5. Protect the public health, safety, and welfare as well as the social and economic well-being
of those who will use the land use or activity, residents, businesses and landowners
immediately adjacent and the City as a whole;

Comment: The outdoor dining areas are not anticipated to affect neighboring property and
will not have an additional impact on public health, safety, and welfare, as well as the social
and economic well-being of the community.

6. Not create any hazards arising from storage and use of inflammable fluids;

Comment: Not applicable.

7. Not be in conflict with convenient, safe and normal vehicular and pedestrian traffic routes,
flows, intersections and general character and intensity of development. In particular:

(a) The property shall be easily accessible to fire and police; and
(b) Not create or add to any hazardous traffic condition.

Comment: The placement of furniture and materials within the right-of-way will not impact 
pedestrian traffic routes as long as a sufficient clear area is maintained. 

8. Be of such a design and impact that the location and height of buildings, the location, nature
and height of walls, fences and the nature and extent of landscaping on the site shall not
hinder or discourage the appropriate development and use of adjacent land and buildings or
impair the value thereof;

Comment: This standard is not applicable as the site has already been developed.

9. That in the nature, location, size, and site layout of the use, be a harmonious part of the
district in which it is situated taking into account, among other things, prevailing shopping
habits, convenience of access by prospective patrons, the physical and economic relationship
of one type of use to another and characteristic groupings of uses of the district; and
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Comment: The use will add to the vibrancy of the downtown area, and the overall existing 
design is harmonious and compatible with nearby properties and land uses. 

10. That in the location, size, intensity and site layout be such that operations will not be
objectionable to nearby dwellings, by reason of noise, fumes, pollution, vibration, litter,
refuse, glare or flash of lights to an extent which is greater than would be operations of any
use permitted by right for that district within which the special land use is proposed to be
located.

Comment: The operation is not anticipated to cause objectional impacts.

Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas- Section 154.092 (O)(2) 

Any lawfully permitted restaurant may utilize an Outdoor Dining Area in a public property or 
right-of-way (hereafter, “Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas”) upon receipt of special land use 
approval and site plan review pursuant to this Section, regardless of the zoning district. 
Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas shall be permitted within public rights-of-way or public 
sidewalks notwithstanding any setback requirements in this chapter to the contrary, provided the 
standards of this subsection are satisfied. 

a. Standards: Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas shall comply with the following
supplemental special use standards:

i. The restaurant seeking to utilize the Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be in
full compliance with this chapter.

Comment: The restaurant complies with the zoning ordinance.

ii. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall not pose any safety or health concerns
and shall be consistent with the general character of the surrounding area.

Comment: The front dining areas are proposed in appropriate locations. The
number, style, and location of tables, chairs, barriers, and lighting will not detract
from the overall character of the property and other lots in the vicinity.

iii. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall only be located in the areas of the
public property or public right-of-way authorized by the City (the “Permitted
Space”). The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall not extend past the building
frontage of the Applicant’s business.

Comment: The outdoor dining areas are directly in front of the building.
However, it appears that the outdoor seating area in the street extends beyond the
building frontage on the site plan. The plan must be revised to ensure compliance.
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iv. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be aesthetically pleasing and consistent
with the general character of the surrounding area. Planters, plants, and organic
materials are required parts of the Expanded Outdoor Dining Area.

Comment: The proposed furniture and planters are aesthetically pleasing and
consistent with the general character of the surrounding area.

v. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be adequately lit by electrical lighting
24 hours per day. Overhead and underground electrical cords are permitted.
Electrical cords may not run along the ground and onto the sidewalk. All
llumination shall be appropriately shielded and directed so as to not disturb
adjacent uses or vehicular traffic.

Comment: LED string lights along the barrier are proposed to illuminate the
expanded outdoor dining areas. The applicant should confirm the compliant
placement of electrical cords.

vi. Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas occupying public streets or parking spaces shall
be marked with traffic reflectors to promote visibility for traffic.

Comment: The attestation form states that traffic reflectors will be placed on the
fencing. However, no details were provided, and they are not evident in photos
from previous seasons.

vii. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be on a fully improved surface of
concrete, paver brick, or other solid material. No carpeting or ground coverings
of any kind are permitted.

Comment: The dining area is proposed on existing concrete and asphalt surfaces.

viii. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall not interfere with required fire access
or any fire department equipment. Fire lanes, fire hydrants, and other fire
department connections will not be blocked by the Expanded Outdoor Dining
Area.

Comment: Fire department approval is required.

ix. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall not disrupt street or sidewalk drainage
or impound water.

Comment: The tables, chairs, planters, and service area will have no impact on
drainage.
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x. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be arranged to not interfere with
pedestrian travel or the opening of car doors, and the Expanded Outdoor Dining
Area shall not unreasonably interfere with the flow of pedestrian or vehicular
traffic or the use of adjacent parking spaces.

Comment: The dining area will have no impact on nearby parked vehicles, and
sufficient clear area will be preserved.

xi. For all Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas, a five-foot wide, unobstructed space
must be maintained on the sidewalk at all times to prevent pedestrian traffic
obstruction.

Comment: A six-foot clear sidewalk area is referenced in the supplemental
response but is not indicated on the site plan. While the six-foot clear area was
labeled on the HDC plan, it was removed from the site plan for Planning
Commission review.

xii. Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas occupying public streets or parking spaces shall
have a barrier which clearly defines the perimeter of the area to prevent
pedestrians from entering or exiting from the street. Barriers must be made of
non-flexible materials, including wood, plastic or metal, but excluding concrete
or cinder blocks. Flexible materials, such as rope and canvas, are not permitted.

Comment: Black metal barriers are proposed to surround the dining area within
the parking spaces.

xiii. Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas within parallel parking spaces shall not extend
more than 8 feet from the face of the curb or exceed 40 feet in length.

Comment: The applicant stated in their supplemental response that two parking
spaces will be used, and the eating area is seven feet deep and 40 feet wide.
However, a site plan note mentions that three combined parking spaces will be
used, which is inconsistent with the narrative.

Additionally, the area is noted as 50 feet wide on the plan submitted to the HDC,
which is not compliant. The 50-foot reference is not included on the site plan
submitted to the Planning Commission, but no width and depth measurements are
included at all. The applicant should prepare a revised site plan indicating
compliance.

xiv. Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas within angled street parking zones shall not
extend more than 15 feet from the face of the curb or exceed 40 feet in length.

Comment: Not applicable.
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xv. No tents or enclosures are permitted within the Expanded Outdoor Dining Area.

Comment: Ongoing requirement.

xvi. If alcohol is served, the area shall meet all additional applicable local, state, and
federal regulations.

Comment: Ongoing requirement.

xvii. No Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall operate between November 1 and April
1 of each year. All items used in the Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be
removed from the Permitted Space no later than November 10 of each year and
may not be reinstalled until March 20 of each year.

Comment: Ongoing requirement.

xviii. Expanded Outdoor Dining Areas shall comply with all additional applicable local
and county ordinances, applicable State laws, applicable building, electrical, and
mechanical codes, COVID limitations, and City policies.

Comment: Ongoing requirement.

xix. The City’s Department of Public Works shall be allowed access to the Expanded
Outdoor Dining Area for any maintenance purposes.

Comment: Ongoing requirement.

xx. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall be kept free of debris and in a neat,
clean, safe, reasonable, and orderly condition, and all objects and items located
thereon shall be kept in good and safe maintenance and repair.

Comment: Ongoing requirement.

xxi. The Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall not create a nuisance of any kind.

Comment: Ongoing requirement. Additionally, based on special land use
findings, nuisance impacts are not anticipated.

b. Application Requirements: In addition to the standards set forth in Section
154.083(B), an application for an Expanded Outdoor Dining Area shall include the
following:

i. A site plan.
ii. An executed Revocable License Agreement between the City and Applicant.
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iii. A one-time application fee and annual fee.
iv. Current photos of the front of the business, including the curb strip and parking

area.
v. Description or photos of proposed barriers, tables, or chairs to be used in the

Expanded Outdoor Dining Area.
vi. Certificate of Insurance, demonstrating general and product liability coverage in

the amount of $500,000 per person/$500,000 per incident with the City listed as a
named insured.

vii. Certificate of umbrella insurance with policy limits of at least $1,000,000, with
the City listed as a named insured.

viii. Michigan Liquor Control Commission License (if appliable).
ix. Health Department Food Service License (if applicable).
x. Attestation form from Applicant, indicating that the Outdoor Dining Area will be

lit 24 hours per day by both electrical lighting and traffic reflectors.
xi. Written approval from the Fire Department for heating equipment (if applicable).

xii. Attestation from Applicant that all property taxes, including personal property
taxes, are current.

Comment: The applicant has provided sufficient site plan and operational information 
for the Planning Commission to make an informed decision. It is recommended that the 
remaining items on this list be confirmed administratively as a condition of approval. 

c. Site Plan.

Comment: The applicant provided a comprehensive site plan showing all necessary and
applicable information. However, the dimensions of the parking space service areas and
the clear sidewalk area are not indicated on the plan.

Service of Alcoholic Beverages Standards (Section 154.092 P) 

1. Any new establishment seeking a license for the sale and consumption of beer, wine, or
alcoholic beverages on-premises shall require special land use approval and site plan review
in accordance with this division.

2. The applicant shall provide a copy of any licensing materials submitted to the Michigan
Liquor Control Commission.

3. The applicant shall provide a site plan illustrating the proposed location where the alcohol
sales would occur, as well as all other locations where on-premises sales presently exist
within a one thousand-foot radius of the closest lot lines of the subject site.

4. The proposed establishment must promote the city’s economic development goals and
objectives, and must be consistent with the city’s master plan and zoning ordinance.

5. Given the character, location, development trends and other aspects of the area in which the
proposed use or change in use is requested, the applicant shall demonstrate that the use will:
rejuvenate an underutilized property or an identifiable area within the city; provide a unique
business model, service, product, or function; add to the diversity of the to the city or to an
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identifiable area within the city; or, that the addition of the use or proposed change in use 
will be otherwise a benefit or asset to the city or identifiable area. 

6. The applicant must demonstrate that the use or change in use as constructed and operated is
compatible with the area in which it will be located, and will not have appreciable negative
secondary effects on the area, such as:
a. Vehicular and pedestrian traffic, particularly during late night or early morning hours

that might disturb area residents;
b. Noise, odors, or lights that emanate beyond the site’s boundaries onto property in the

area on which there are residential dwellings;
c. Excessive numbers of persons gathering outside the establishment; or
d. Peak hours of use that add to congestion or other negative effects in the neighborhood.

Comments: The applicant is aware of local and state permitting requirements and has 
provided a copy of their MLCC approval. 

Recommendation 

I recommend approval of the special land use and site plan request for expanded outdoor dining 
contingent upon the following: 

1. Demonstrate the compliant placement of electrical cords.

2. Update the plan to indicate compliant dimensions of outdoor seating areas and compliant
width of clear sidewalk area. The street seating area shall not exceed 40 feet in width and
eight feet deep from the curb.

3. Update the plan so that the parking space dining area does not extend beyond the width of
the front building elevation.

4. Secure all other applicable approvals from City departments, the fire department, and
applicable outside agencies.

5. Provide all Expanded Outdoor Dining Area checklist items in accordance with Section
154.092 (O)(2)b (license agreement and food license).
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From: Craig Baldwin <craigbaldwin312@gmail.com>  
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2024 8:07 AM 
To: mannssteven@hotmail.com; annbroeker@hotmail.com; bagaunt@comcast.net; Holly Anderson 
<Holly@saugatuckcity.com>; mwlachey@gmail.com; badge_cj@yahoo.com; Joseph Clark 
<jclark003@ameritech.net>; Ryan Cummins <rcummins@saugatuckcity.com>; Jamie Wolters 
<Jwolters@saugatuckcity.com> 
Subject: Re: STR Neighborhood Analysis 

To the Planning Commission: 
I want to correct an error in my list of Maple Street District STR certificates.  Two entries 
were duplicated so I believe there are 13 rather than 15.  Thank you. 

Craig Baldwin 
Saugatuck City Resident. 

On Wed, Mar 20, 2024 at 3:22 PM Craig Baldwin <craigbaldwin312@gmail.com> wrote: 
To the Planning Commission: 

I wanted to share some observations about the Neighborhood Analysis from Mr. Jirousek 
that is included in the March 21 meeting packet. 

An STR saturation analysis should look at what percentage of our residential dwelling units 
are being used as a short term rental.  Yet Mr. Jirousek includes vacant parcels in his 
calculation, which artificially lowers the saturation number. 

Mr. Jirousek also inexplicably ignores any dwelling unit that is located in a Planned Unit 
Development (PUD).  The homes and condos in these areas are a part of our housing 
supply that needs to be considered in any city-wide analysis of STR saturation.  These 
areas include the condos at East Shore Harbor, Maple Woods Drive, Secrets of Saugatuck, 
and others. 

Further, for at least the Peninsula Districts and Maple Street District the reported number 
of STRs is significantly less than what I believe exists.  For the Peninsula Districts (North, 
South, West) collectively, Mr. Jirousek reported 22 STRs across 156 lots (14%).  I believe 
there are 29 STRs across 126 residences (23%), and if you include properties in PUDs, it is 
49 STRs across 146 residences (34%).  In the Maple Street District, Mr. Jirousek reports 9 
STRs out of 46 lots (20%).  I believe there are 15 STRs (32%) in the Maple Street District.   My 
list of STR Certificate holders in these areas is included at the end of this email. 

A further surprise was seeing the STR percentages that were assigned to the 
low/medium/high concern levels.  I don't think there are many residents who think a 19.9% 
saturation deserves a shoulder shrug, and a 29.9% saturation is only "somewhat 
concerning." 
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Finally, thank you for continuing to look at the issue of STR caps.  The Task Force survey 
showed a clear majority of residents want caps in at least our residential areas. The 
residents who have signed my online petition back this up as well. 

Craig Baldwin 
Saugatuck City Resident 

Peninsula Districts STR Certificate Holders: 
16 Park  (duplex - 2 residential units and 2 certificates) 
126 Park 
242 Park 
295 Park 
336 Park 
338 Park 
340 Park 
444 Park 
810 Park 
828 Park 
836 Park 
37 Park 
97 Park 
347 Park 
714 Park 
128 Van Dalson 
140 Van Dalson 
143 Van Dalson 
540 Campbell 
574 Campbell 
441 Frederick 
448 Frederick 
775 Manchester 
781 Manchester 
117 Perryman 
133 Perryman 
562 Weirich 
565 Weirich 

Peninsula STRs in a PUD: 
560 Campbell Home 
560 Campbell Penthouse 
560 Campbell A1 
560 Campbell A2 
560 Campbell A3 
560 Campbell A4 
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560 Campbell A5 
560 Campbell A6 
560 Campbell B1 
560 Campbell B2 
560 Campbell B3 
560 Campbell B4 
560 Campbell B5 
560 Campbell B6 
560 Campbell C1 
560 Campbell C2 
560 Campbell C3 
560 Campbell C4 
560 Campbell C5 
560 Campbell C6 

Maple Street District STRs: 
160 N. Maple 
212 N. Maple 
324 N. Maple 
350 N. Maple 
444 N. Maple 
520 N. Maple 
721 N. Maple 
1042 N. Maple 
981 Ridgeview 
985 Ridgeview 
186 S. Maple 
186 S. Maple 
530 S. Maple 
530 S. Maple 
997 Singapore 
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Jamie Wolters

From: Ethan Barde <ethanbarde54@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2024 8:39 AM
To: Jamie Wolters
Cc: tammy
Subject: Fwd: Moratorium and STR caps for town or per neighborhood

Jamie  

Please make sure this gets in the record with city, zoning, etc 

Thank you  

Ethan Barde 
Quaint Cottages  

Hello Saugatuck city counsel and Saugatuck zoning board and all other city groups 
applicable, 

Please put this email on record with the city on behalf of Myself, my company and the 
attached list of my client whom own property  in the city of Saugatuck. 

I have spoken out at many meetings from the beginning along with a majority of others that 
are against caps or a moratorium on short term rentals.  This included the task force that 
was put in place as well as the consultants that were hired by the city.  With all the 
speaking and data that has been presented there are only a few on the board that are 
listening and not placing their personal agenda in front of what is best for our town of 
Saugatuck.  I believe the majority of board members are going through the motions and are 
not even considering what is best for the town or the towns stakeholders yet only 
interested in their agenda of stopping short term rentals that have been a part of Saugatuck 
for over 100 years.  Saugatuck has NOTHING else but tourism and depends on this to 
thrive.   
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The answer has been clear from day 1 and also recommended by the task force and the 
consultants..  ENFORCE the rules in place and if a few more are needed add them and 
ENFORCE them. 

To place a moratorium after all this work has been done so that you can look neighborhood 
by neighborhood and pick winners and losers is ridiculous and discriminatory.  I am sure 
we will be able to tell what neighborhoods will be picked to not allow STR’s or limit them by 
just correlating who is on zoning and council as we know this started with 
personal  agendas and NOT what is best for the town of Saugatuck. 

Many people have spent countless hours to come up with the conclusion to just enforcing 
the rules and ordinances in place while adding a few more for parking and trash, we 
already have a noise ordinance and we are a city not a quiet rule setting, if someone living 
in any city wants no noise I suggest they move to the countryside! 

Make the right decision to move forward with the recommendations of the task force and 
the consultants instead of dragging this out with a moratorium that will have a devastating 
blow on our town, hurting our businesses and property owners because a few do not want 
the tourists in town. 

Quaint Cottages on behalf our owners is prepared to hold the representatives of the city 
accountable for damages caused by a moratorium, STR caps etcetera as it pertains to 
affecting the business and jobs that have been a part of Saugatuck for the last 100 years 
and affect the ONLY industry we have that is tourism. 

Thank you 

Ethan Barde 

Quaint Cottages 

Property owners that we represent 
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Pierre Medwar 5174021160 
 Tom Spoelstra 517-914-7701
Julie Sowa 858-382-0488
Mike Hansen (313) 779-6129
Elizabeth Woodward 313-820-1028
Carrie Aikman 517-402-0922
Rick Vogel 3124202496
Brian Reid (312) 735-3130
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City Manager, Planning, Zoning and Project Report 
April 8, 2024 

Acting City Manager 

Roundabout Construction 
• Construction of the new roundabout at Blue Star/Old Allegan is scheduled to begin April

8th or 9th.
• With the expected increase in traffic along Maple Street, the Sheriff’s Office will be

increasing patrols in the area.

Village Square Playground 
• Installation of the new playground equipment is planned for April 15-17. Huge thank

you to everyone who has signed up to help! There are still a few volunteer slots open for
April 17.

Blue Star Trail 
• The Parks and Public Works Committee had further discussion of the pallet sign design

and proposed traffic signal. Plans are being updated based on PPW, DPW
Superintendent, and City Engineer feedback. Further discussion is planned for their
regular meeting on April 23.

• Grants may cover the pallet sign work and most intersection improvements, but will not
cover traffic signal. Costs and review of the recommendations will be forthcoming to
Council.

• C2AE is working on scheduling a meeting with the MDOT and DNR grant coordinators to
assist with questions related to applying grant matches and accounting.

AT&T 
• State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) approvals remain pending. AT&T submitted

alternate analysis documentation to SHPO to review. The Pokagon Band of Potawatomi
Indians provided comments.

• AT&Ts decision on the City’s agreement request is pending resolution of SHPO approval.

Updated Water/Sewer Agreements 
• A framework for an updated water agreement has been prepared and sent to KLSWA

for consideration. Still awaiting KLSWA draft of the updated water agreement for
further review.
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Trash/Recycling 
• The City’s agreement with Republic is set to expire in October. Planning on this being a

topic of discussion at a future workshop meeting.

Milfoil Treatment 
• Review and discussion of treatment for 2024 is an agenda item for the workshop

meeting.

Saugatuck Harbor Natural Area 
• The plan for the area needs to be updated to access funds.
• Reviewed historical documents related to a past board. Further evaluation is needed to

determine whether a board is still required.  Awaiting City Clerk location of any further
documents.

Mt. Baldhead Park 
• The City Engineer prepared renderings and cost estimates for new bathrooms, steps,

and upper platform.
• The Parks and Public Works Committee is recommending that Council budget funds to

replace the bathrooms and upper platform.
• A DNR grant that will be opening soon may be an opportunity to apply for funding to

plant further trees north of the stairs.

Airport Property and Old Landfill 
• At the March 20 workshop, Council discussed a potential donor for airport property

improvements and a request for evaluation of cross-country trails at the landfill
property.

• Based on Council feedback:
o Staff has scheduled a meeting with the donor to discuss any expectations they

may have in making a donation for airport property improvements. Staff also
reached out to schedule a meeting with the Outdoor Discovery Center to discuss
conservation easement options so Council is aware of the options before
approving a proposal. Staff will also evaluate the amount of Public Works time
and ongoing maintenance costs that may be needed.

o Staff and the Township are working to set a meeting to discuss an agreement to
conduct due diligence required to install cross country trails at the landfill
property.

Budget and Capital Improvements 
• Staff has continued to meet and discuss a budget proposal for the fiscal year 24/25.
• A draft budget will be presented to the Council during your April 17 workshop meeting.

We intend to make this workshop dedicated to budget related items.
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Miscellaneous  
• Prepared for and attended Parks and Public Works meeting.  
• Attended lunch meeting with State Rep. Andrews. 
• Held a Department Head team meeting.  

 
Planning and Zoning 

• Prepared for and attended Zoning Board of Appeals special meeting. 
• Prepared for and attended Historic District Commission meeting.  
• Continued working on providing various items Granicus needs to set up the address 

identification solution for the City.  
• Updated STR License application.   
• Met and talked with several property owners and applicants to answer questions and 

provide resources.  
• Continued follow-up on complaints of code violations throughout the City.  
• Completed planning and zoning casework outlined in the attached chart. While serving 

in dual roles, I plan to provide the detailed list of casework on a monthly basis at the 
first regular meeting of each month. 
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Planning and Zoning Casework 

320 Mason Enforcement 

Previously discovered STR property still being advertised contrary to options 
presented to owner and agent in several e-mails and in person meeting. Also 
found evidence property isn't being rented under a single contract despite 
past warnings. Civil infraction notice issued. Owner denied responsibility. 
Evaluated next steps with legal. Legal engaged in discussions with owner's 
attorney to gain compliance. Discovered further evidence of non-
compliance. Legal received no response to recent inquires. Sent 
correspondence to owner and agent with final opportunity to comply before 
City takes further action. Met with agent and talked with owner. Discussed 
regulations and how the property may be rented. Owners advised they will 
follow single contract provision. 

560 Mill and 
860 Simonson Enforcement 

Enforcement was pending of hardscaping in ROW. Report back to City 
Council for further policy direction occurred at September 20 workshop 
meeting. Formal policy and ordinance amendments were approved by 
Council on January 22. Forwarded amended ordinance, formal policy, and 
application to both property owners to apply for approval. 860 Simonson 
applied but needs to provide further information. 560 Mill advised they are 
working on preparing the application and submitting for approval. 

405 Park 
Enforcement and 
Deck 

Previous enforcement and civil infraction notices for work without permits. 
Discovered additional work occurred without permit. Issued second zoning 
violation civil infraction notice. Owner paid fine. Met with owner. Received 
zoning app to install decks received. Under review. 

640 Water Inquiry Meeting held to answer zoning questions and discuss options. 

254 Francis New Home 

HDC app for new home. HDC tabled until January and requested renderings 
to assist with evaluating siting and massing. Questions about lot coverage. 
Answered questions. Zoning app also received. Height noted as concern. 
Revised elevations and renderings received. Height lowered to be compliant. 
HDC approved with conditions. Zoning permit issued with conditions to 
protect mature oak tree. Water-Sewer connection and right of way permit 
under review. 

57-850-010-00 Easement 

Current owner requested copy of water main easement. Engineer and I 
unable to locate. Referred to register of deeds. Owner advised they could 
not locate one. Engineer later advised it appears watermain easement was 
recorded for Dunegrass Condos to the west, but this one parcel was missed. 
Dune Ridge had to install water main as part of site condo development. 
Legal prepared easement documents to present to current property owners. 
Owner sent proposed easement. Reviewed with legal and engineer. Sent City 
proposed easement. Owner requested modifications. City is agreeable to 
request. Updated agreement sent for owner to review. Owner has not 
responded. Sent e-mail asking for response. 

100 Park 
Lot Line 
Adjustment 

Lot line adjustment application received to adjust lines for three existing 
parcels. Permit issued. 
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Planning and Zoning Casework  

650 Water New Restaurant 

SLU and site plan app for a restaurant with an expanded outdoor dining area 
and service of alcoholic beverages. PC approved with conditions. SLU permit 
issued with conditions. HDC app received. Approved by HDC with conditions. 
ZBA app received for setback variances for equipment. ZBA approved 
variances. HDC review pending. Council approval of encroachment pending. 

70 Park 

New Single 
Family Dwelling / 
Water-Sewer 
Connections 

Zoning app and water-sewer connection app for new single family dwelling. 
Previous address of 100 Park. Requested revisions to plans based on 
engineer and planner feedback. Zoning permit issued. Water-Sewer 
connection permits pending. Need right of way street cut app. 

449 Water Outdoor Seating 

SLU/Site Plan app and HDC app for outdoor seating area. Requested 
clarifications and clearer photos and plans. Info provided. HDC approved. PC 
approved with conditions, including paver requirement along Mary Street. 
Answered owner questions regarding this and options. Council approved 
license agreement for seating along Water Street. Payment for street seating 
pending. 

831 Holland 
Short Term 
Rental 

Two STR apps. Renewing. Asked for clarification from applicant/owner on 
whether this is for the single family dwelling and ADU and whether the ADU 
is being rented under a single contract or separately as online listings 
suggest. Met with owner. Conducted research. Spoke with legal. Sent 
documents to legal for review. Discussed with legal. Property is not legally 
non-conforming. Has single family dwelling with ADU above. Sent property 
owners decision and options. Owner advised they will be renting entire 
property under single contract. Sent apps to Fire Department for inspection. 
Owner has since submitted special land use application to just rent ADU. 
Scheduled for April PC meeting. 

743 Allegan 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Failed. 
Reinspection fee paid. Pending reinspection. 

415 Lake St 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Owner did not sign making application incomplete. E-
mailed agent to have owner sign as required by the ordinance.  Owner 
signed. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Failed. Reinspection invoice 
sent. 

246 Butler Enforcement 

Complaint about interior and exterior work without permits. Sent interior 
concerns to MTS. They had building inspector check site and left note. Sent 
letter regarding exterior work without historic district permit and to apply. 
Received HDC app for exterior doors and interior work. Request did not 
include exterior work noted in letter. Application not signed by owner. Use 
listed is not allowable on first floor fronting the street. Sent correspondence 
to applicant with concerns and needed information. Applicant revised 
application and advised they will keep use retail. Scheduled for March HDC 
meeting. Received a second complaint about broken glass on doors. Advised 
owner and application. Applicant installed a board over broken glass area 
pending HDC decision regarding doors. 

3388 Blue Star 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Still pending 
inspection. 
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Planning and Zoning Casework  

660 Lake 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR app. New. Lake Street district. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. 
Still pending. 

582 Campbell 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR app. New. ADU is also on property. Peninsula West district. Asked owner 
about whether he is apply for ADU to be rented and advised of ADU 
requirements. Owner isn't currently planning on renting ADU but is 
considering an application. No ADU app received. Sent to Fire Department 
for home only. Still pending. 

990 Ridgeview 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR app. New. Maple Street district. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. 
Still pending. 

143 Elizabeth 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR app. New. Community Residential district. Sent to Fire Department for 
inspection. Still pending. 

471 Grand 
Short Term 
Rental STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Still pending. 

720 Butler #14 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Need fee paid. Fee paid. Sent to Fire Department for 
inspection. Still pending. 

132 Mason Outdoor Seating 
Special land use and historic district app for outdoor dining on private 
property and the street. Scheduled for April HDC and PC meetings. 

128 Hoffman Outdoor Seating 
Special land use app for expanded outdoor dining on the street and 
sidewalk. Scheduled for April PC meeting.  

120 Mary Renovations 
Historic District and Zoning app for renovations, conversion of accessory 
building to pool house, installation of pool and hot tub. 

128D Elizabeth 
St 

Short Term 
Rental 

STR License app. Existing STR. Need proof of ownership, address of local 
agent, and agent signature. Required info provided. Sent to Fire Department 
for inspection. 

383 Dunegrass 
Water 
Connection 

Water connection application. Sent to Fire Department and engineer to 
review.  

819 Bridge  
Short Term 
Rental STR license app. Previous STR. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. 

329-339 Culver Lift Gate 
HDC app for barrier lift gate at entrance to parking lot. Need fee paid. Paid. 
Zoning app also received for same.  

650 Campbell 
Land Use 
Determination Formal request for land use determination. Under review. 

594 Campbell Fence Zoning permit app for rear yard fence. Need fee paid. 

245 Spear 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR license app for ADU. New. Community Residential district. SLU approval 
already obtained. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. 

1035 Holland 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR license app. Existing STR. Need local agent within 25 miles. Local agent 
info received. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. 

821 Allegan 
Short Term 
Rental STR license app. Existing STR. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. 
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Planning and Zoning Casework 

Coral Gables Slip Inquiry 
Question about whether a boat is required to have a STR license. Under 
review. 

322 Culver Outdoor Seating SLU and HDC app for street dining. Scheduling for May meetings. 

110 Butler 
Short Term 
Rental STR license app. Under review. 

582 Campbell Inquiry 
Meeting request to discuss possible PUD and zoning. Asked for clarification 
on type of request to set up a meeting. 

138 Mason Inquiry 
Meeting with owner to discuss outdoor dining regulations. Answered 
questions and provided resources. 

812 Mason 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR certificate app. Renewing. Application returned as new license 
ordinance in effect.  

819 Bridge 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR certificate app. Previous STR. Application returned as new license 
ordinance in effect. Owner requested new license application. Provided. 

540 Mason 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR certificate app. Renewing. Application returned as new license 
ordinance in effect. 

1005 Elizabeth 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR 
certificate issued. 

255 Spear 
Short Term 
Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Reviewed history and discussed with owner. Sent to Fire 
Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate issued. 

100 Park Complaint 

Voicemail with concern about trucks impacting traffic. Returned call. Trucks 
are now using signage and things are improved. Checked EGLE permit 
viewer, and permits were issued by EGLE. 

229 Francis Deck 
Zoning and HDC app to replace deck and steps in same footprint. Chair 
agreed admin approval. Permits issued. 

842 Lake Unit 2 
Short Term 
Rental 

New owner of property with STR certificate. New owner had not applied. 
Advised new owner of requirement to apply for STR certificate if they wish 
to operate unit as STR. Asked to advise if no longer an STR. Did not list 
contact within 45 miles. Asked for updated local agent. Owner advised via 
phone will be provided soon. Local contact provided. Sent to Fire 
Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate issued. 

842 Lake Unit 6 
Short Term 
Rental 

New owner of property with STR certificate. New owner had not applied. 
Advised new owner of requirement to apply for STR certificate if they wish 
to operate unit as STR. Asked to advise if no longer an STR. STR app received 
from new owner. Did not list contact within 45 miles. Asked for updated 
local agent. Owner advised via phone will be provided soon. Local contact 
provided. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 

443 Park Enforcement 

Complaint of a boat cover in right of way. Researched surveys from prior 
plans and from engineer. Sent to legal for review due to pending litigation. 
Legal reviewed options with Council. Boat cover now removed and returned 
to slip. 
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Planning and Zoning Casework  

716 Water Unit 
A Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Need owner signature and additional fee. Both 
received. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 

716 Water Unit 
B Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Need owner signature and additional fee. Both 
received. Sent to Fire Department for inspection.  Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 

716 Water Unit 
C Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Need owner signature and additional fee. Both 
received. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Studio unit no cooking 
facilities. Unclear if independent entrance. Talked with owner about 
history and unit. He advised he will install a small stove or range. Stove 
installed. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 

716 Water Unit 
D Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Need owner signature and additional fee. Both 
received. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 

247 Butler Inquiry 
Questions about permit for roof replacement. Left voicemail advising 
historic district permit required. 

347 Park Inquiry 

Questions about permits required for tree removal. Left voicemail 
advising tree removal permits are required if the tree is in the right of 
way. 

642 Lake Painting 
HDC app for repainting wood siding and trim. Sent to Chair. Permit not 
needed. 

10 Park Inquiry 
Questions about land division. Unable to determine without application 
and further information. Provided application and resources. 

183 Park Inquiry Questions about zoning related to pergolas. Provided resources. 

5 Park Fence 
Zoning app to install fence. Contractor advised property lines are staked. 
Permit issued. 

329 Water Inquiry 
Question about adding an outdoor bar to serve patio area. Provided 
resources. 

421 Water Short Term Rental 
STR certificate app. Application returned as new license ordinance in 
effect. Provided copy of new application. 

128 D Elizabeth Short Term Rental 
STR certificate app. Renewing. Application returned as new license 
ordinance in effect. Provided copy of new application. 

245 Spear Short Term Rental 
STR certificate app. New STR in ADU. Application returned as new 
license ordinance in effect. Provided copy of new license application. 

247 Butler Roof 

HDC app to replace flat roof. Sent to Chair. Chair agreed admin approval. 
Permit issued. Provided ROW app if dumpsters in ROW will be 
necessary. 

N/A Inquiry 
Various questions about new STR ordinances. Answered questions and 
provided resources. 

880 Holland Enforcement 
Feather flag open sign put out. E-mailed restaurant advising our 
ordinance does not allow feather flags. 
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Planning and Zoning Casework  

640 Water Inquiry 
Met with owner representatives to discuss plans. Answered questions 
and provided resources. 

510 Butler Inquiry 

Met with owner and architect to discuss preliminary plans and storm 
water concerns. Referred stormwater questions to City Engineer. 
Meeting being scheduled with legal and planner. Provided engineer 
feedback. Met with planner. Provided feedback to architect as well as 
potential options. 

184 Park Variance 

ZBA app for setback variance. Revised plans do not substantially 
conform to prior approval, so new variance is needed. Scheduled for 
March ZBA meeting. Sent invoice. Paid. Updated water-sewer 
connection plans received. Engineer reviewed. Provided feedback. EGLE 
approvals received. Applicant submitted revised plans. ZBA approved 
variance. Updated plans reviewed by engineer and planner. Permits 
(zoning, water-sewer, street cut) issued. 

120 Elizabeth 
Unit 1 Short Term Rental 

STR app. Existing. New owner. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. 
Passed. Certificate issued. 

120 Mary Short Term Rental 
STR app. New STR. City Center Transitional Residential district. Sent to 
Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate issued. 

412 Francis Short Term Rental 
STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR 
certificate issued. 

441 Frederick St Short Term Rental 
STR app. New STR. Peninsula West district. Sent to Fire Department for 
inspection. Passed. STR certificate issued. 

515 Park Unit 1 Short Term Rental 
STR app. New. Resort district. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. 
Passed. STR certificate issued. 

717 Water, #8 Short Term Rental 

STR app. New STR. Water Street North district. Asked for proof of 
ownership. Need fee. Proof provided. Fee provided. Sent to Fire 
Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate issued. 

345 Hoffman Short Term Rental 
STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Failed. Sent 
reinspection invoice. Paid. Passed reinspection. STR certificate issued. 

931 Holland Inquiry Questions about fencing. Answered questions. 

311 Water Outdoor Seating 

SLU/Site Plan app and HDC app for outdoor seating area. Scheduled for 
February HDC and PC meetings. PC and HDC both approved. Council 
approved license agreement. Owner signed. Permit issued. 

888 Holland Inquiry Question about STR occupancy. Answered questions. 

350 Mason Stormwater Review 

Stormwater plans received. Engineer reviewed and provided comments. 
Provided comments to applicant. Plans updated. Stormwater plans 
approved. 

1020 Holland Enforcement 
For sale sign in right of way. E-mailed realtor to move to private 
property. Realtor advised sign will be moved. 

1050 Holland Boring 
ROW app to bore and install service line for Frontier. Engineer and DPW 
reviewed. Payment received. Permit issued. 
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Planning and Zoning Casework  

140 Taylor Complaint 
Concern about being missed for re-seeding after Fall work. Passed along 
to DPW and Engineer to follow up. 

888 Holland Inquiry Requested copy of STR certificate. Copy provided. 

615 Park St Repairs/Improvement 

Zoning app for repairs to decking, lower units, and structural 
improvements. Moratorium now lifted. Appraisal provided showing 
higher value to where substantial improvement is not a factor for 
elevation. Owners applied for EGLE approval. EGLE approved work in 
floodplain. Zoning permit issued. 

129 Griffith 
#3,4,5 

Minor Site Plan 
Amendment 

Site plan app for minor amendment to restaurant site plan. Reviewed. 
Permit issued. Advised applicant of previous PC conditions that would 
still apply. Provided sign app when signage is designed. 

Park/Campbell Complaint 

Concern about real estate sign impacting clear vision distance at corner. 
Found 10 Park Street is for sale. Caller estimated size and it meets 
regulations. Caller advised they will contact realtor to request that it be 
moved. Advised caller to call back if concerns remain. 

120 Butler Roof 

HDC app for roof replacement and some siding. Needed clarification on 
siding and spec sheets. Further details provided. Chair advised full 
commission review. HDC approved with conditions. Permit issued. 

1042 N Maple Short Term Rental 
STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Failed. Sent 
reinspection invoice. Paid. STR certificate issued. 

201 Culver #6 Short Term Rental 
STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR 
certificate issued. 

133 Mason Short Term Rental STR app. Renewing. Passed inspection. STR certificate issued. 

1052 Elizabeth Short Term Rental 
STR app. Previous STR. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. 
STR certificate issued. 

419 St. Joseph Short Term Rental 
STR app. New. Community Residential district. Sent to Fire Department 
for inspection. Passed. STR certificate issued. 

548 Hoffman Short Term Rental 
STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR 
certificate issued. 

827 Holland - 
Unit 1 and 2 Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing one, one new. Community Residential district. Asked 
for clarification from applicant/owner on whether there are two units 
on this property as only one app was received. Owner confirmed two 
units and submitted additional app. Both apps sent to Fire Department 
for inspection. Both passed. STR certificates issued. 

311 Water #3 Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Owner did not sign making application incomplete. 
E-mailed agent to have owner sign as required by the ordinance.  Owner 
signed. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 

311 Water #4 Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Owner did not sign making application incomplete. 
E-mailed agent to have owner sign as required by the ordinance. Owner 
signed. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 
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Planning and Zoning Casework  

313 Water #7 Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Owner did not sign making application incomplete. 
E-mailed agent to have owner sign as required by the ordinance.  Owner 
signed. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 

313 Water #6 Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Owner did not sign making application incomplete. 
E-mailed agent to have owner sign as required by the ordinance.  Owner 
signed. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 

748 Holland St 
Unit A Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR 
certificate issued. 

748 Holland St 
Unit B Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR 
certificate issued. 

746 Holland St Short Term Rental 
STR app. Renewing. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR 
certificate issued. 

444 Main St Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Owner did not sign making application incomplete. 
E-mailed agent to have owner sign as required by the ordinance.  Owner 
signed. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 

568 Main St Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Owner did not sign making application incomplete. 
E-mailed agent to have owner sign as required by the ordinance. Owner 
signed. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 

787 Lake Ave Short Term Rental 
STR app. Renewing.  Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR 
certificate issued. 

547 Water #2 Short Term Rental 

STR app. Renewing. Owner did not sign making application incomplete. 
E-mailed agent to have owner sign as required by the ordinance. Owner 
signed. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. Passed. STR certificate 
issued. 

230 Culver Entry Structure 

HDC app to install an awning structure in front of the front door. 
Reviewed history. 2018 similar awning was approved conditioned on 
Fire Department approval and seasonal removal. Spec sheet sent and 
shared with Fire Department. No concerns. HDC approved with 
conditions. Sent HDC permit. Advised minor site plan amendment 
needed for zoning. Shared app. 

1044 Holland 
STR Certificate 
Closure 

Active STR certificate under prior owner's name. Ownership changed. 
Closed certificate. New home being constructed. 

123 North 
STR Certificate 
Closure 

Active STR certificate under prior owner's name. Ownership changed. 
Closed certificate. Sent current owner letter to apply for STR license if 
they wish to STR the property. 

963 Allegan 
STR Certificate 
Review 

Active STR certificate under prior owner's name. New owners properly 
applied, but prior owners name incorrectly listed. Updated system 
information so it is correct. 
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Planning and Zoning Casework  

547 Butler 
STR Certificate 
Review 

Active STR certificate under prior owner's name. New owners properly 
applied, but prior owners name incorrectly listed. Updated system 
information so it is correct. 

241 Culver Enforcement/Roof 

Roof replacement without Historic District permit. Sidewalk closure and 
dumpster in right of way without permit. Sent letter to apply for 
permits.  Sidewalk opened and dumpster removed. HDC app received. 
Chair agreed admin approval. HDC permit issued. 

592 Campbell Fence 
Zoning permit for rear yard fence replacement. Need fee paid. Fee paid. 
Permit issued. 

650 Water Right of Way 

Temporary Encroachment in ROW permit app for dumpster. Need 
insurance. Insurance received. DPW no concerns except for it moving for 
parking space painting. Stipulations added. Permit issued. 

435 Water Inquiry Request for outdoor seating applications. Provided forms and resources. 

842 Lake Unit 3 Short Term Rental 
STR app. New. Resort district. Sent to Fire Department for inspection. 
Paid. Need remainder of fee paid. Fee paid. STR certificate issued. 

350 Mason Inquiry 
Question about fence versus landscape strip for parking area. Under 
review. 
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